Abstract -An artificial photosynthesis system may be prepared by ideal "coupling" of elemental chemical processes.
Chemistry of photosynthesis may be well understood as a successful combination of several chemical events (i) photon absorption, (ii) energy transfer, (iii) charge-separation, (iv) electron-transport, (v) chemical reactions at the oxidation and reduction ends, and (vi) chemical reactions coupled with electron-transport. Every chemical event seems simple to understand and yet difficult to "mimic". Major problem remained unsolved in the chemistry of photosynthesis is, therefore, possible mechanism of the successful combination of every elemental chemical process.
One of the ideal tools to combine a charge separation and electron fixation process (reduction end), for example, is a membrane modified with an extremely efficient electron transporting compound in the presence of a remarkable oxidation-reduction potential difference across the membrane. Thus, from the charge separated pair formed by the irradiation of the reaction center modelelectron is efficiently transported to the "reduction end". This situation is schematically depicted in Scheme 1 (Ref. 1 & 2) . R-ND4J-R J(J This facile electron transport considerably reduces the so-called "back reaction" rate of the charge separation species, increasing quantum yield of artificial photosynthesis markedly. In this way, some of elemental chemical processes are combined to produce a system of "higher function".
It is concluded, therefore, that efficiency of the combination of two (or more) elemental chemical processes is extremely important. And the efficiency of the combination is mostly determined by the rate constants of elemental processes and the concentrations of components. Some typical It is concluded that the overall quantum yield is very sensitive to the slight change in experimental conditions such as concentrations of components, wave length and intensity of irradiated light or pH of the medium.
It is because of the very delicate balance of elemental rate processes involved. Through the detailed study of every elemental rate process the "conditions" for ideal combination of a pair of elemental processes is determined. This kind of molecular design gives an artificial photosynthesis system of satisfactorily high quantum yield. Thus, bacteria photosynthesis model was successfully prepared; Scheme 2. This kind of molecular design based on the optimization of the steady state rate may be further applied to a variety of multi-process reactions.
An artificial hydrogen generation system of high quantum yield was similarly designed; Scheme 3. 
